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Sen S N.—A Note on the Parana Qila of Delhi. Jiff. XX,
Pt 1. pp. 35-37.	L69
The Purana Qila, which is believed to have been built first by Humay un
and then by SherShah over the ancient site of Yadhisthira's Indraprastha,
preserves a blending of Hindu and Muslim styles of architecture. The
lion engaged in combat with a man represented on the gateways of the
citadel is regarded by the writer as of Muslim origin. The figures are
surmised to have been inserted to commemorate Slier Shah's daring
engagement with a lion in his early career.
Sharma, D. EM—Consolidated Catalogue of the Central
Archaeological Library. Se No. 158.
Silabhadra,—Taxila* M-B. Vol. 49, Nos. 5-6, pp. 203-207.   [70
Describes his visit to Taxila, and its antiquities.
Soni, Kachralal SMvjibhal,—Solanki Karnadevo Karnaeagar
Tajav Kyan Bandhavyum ? (Gujarati text). SFGST. VI,
PL 2, pp. 255-256.	[71
Where did the Chalukya king Karnadeva build the Karnasagar lake ?
Tries to identify the remains of an old lake extending over four miles
near Modhera, with the Karnasagar mentioned in Prdbandha Chitittimanl
asliaving been bulit by the Chalukya King Karnadeva.
Starr, Richard F. S.,—Indus   Valley   Painted   Pottery.    A
. Comparative Study of the Designs on   Painted   wares   of
the  Harappa  Culture,    pp.    xiii-fl06.     The   Princeton
University Press, Princeton, 1941.	[72
" The author, as he declares in his foreword, does not pretend to solve
problems in relationships, but merely to present them and to add some
suggestions, especially in respect to the Harappa painted bottery. In
this treatment he regards pottery as an isolated unit, but in modern
archaeology it has little value apart from accompanying cultural mani-
festations, Le. architecture, funerary customs, etc., In its context it can
distinguish to a certain extent the races which used it, but it is an integral
part of the culture to which it belongs	
In view of the highly speculative nature of conclusions based on pot-
tery designs we will say here only that Dr. Starr sees a definite schism
between Harappan artistic expression as refected in the mass of the
painted pottery and that reflected in the seals, sculpture, and the certain
naturalistic pottery designs. The former, he believes, is based on western
tradition, retained through religious conservatism, and. derived from
the Halaf culture by way of Sialk III..," Marian Wetter in JAOS. Vol.
61, pp* III-II2.

